COMPARISON 
(Transition versus the present man-made world, 2015-  )

The following files do not include written explanations as they are conceived for a visual reading. They are also meant to be viewed in progression, as each file evolves from the previous ones. The continuity between them provides a better understanding. To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more in width). The two elliptical blue purple ellipses at the bottom of each image are the links to the PDFs. The top one is for one computer screen and the bottom one is a larger duplicate for multiple screens or a projector. Top (600-650 height x 3000-6000 pixels) and bottom (3000-6480 height x 30000 pixels). The size vary from 526 kb to 12.8 mb. The virtual diagrams are approximate, virtually created, 2015-16. For a better understanding, please view the discovery "Transition".
  
MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS
To anyone interested in developing these theories, feel free to use a virtual approach.

COM 1, nature versus the fabricated world: The curve versus the straight line. 
The introductory image is part of transition 4 (14), roofs of houses, the next images were downloaded from the internet (one building – trailer parks – a rare combination of curve versus the straight line - larger buildings – cities).

COM 2, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel color versus non parallel color).
The introductory image reflects nature - roofs of houses - roofs of houses during different seasons - the next images were downloaded from the internet (views from above; housing developments and cities).

COM 3, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel color versus non parallel color) and 7 (natural blends). 
The introductory image reflects nature, shopping centre, the next images were downloaded from the internet {townhouses – street houses - cities from various parts of the world – remote fishing village (no matter where we live, we are surrounded by broken sensory information) - a decorated christmas tree} and a pine tree covered with fallen leaves.

COM 4, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel color versus non parallel color), transition 7 (natural blends) and transition 6 (hard edged elements supported by the surrounding blends). 
The introductory image reflects nature, canoes in a National Park (broken sensory information is everywhere), mixed (the following images and the last two were downloaded from the internet - christmas decorations – internet – wigs – containers – clothing - advertising), a natural example of transition 6, part of a rare building that appears to reflect transition 6, street houses, alley, apartment building, European street corner, city.   
                                     
COM 5a, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel color versus non parallel color), transition 7 (natural blends) and transition 6 (hard edged elements supported by the surrounding blends). 
The introductory images reflects nature, the next images were downloaded from the internet {ice hockey in North America and Europe (uniforms including a rare blended logo - the boards - the ice surface - indoor and outdoor rinks)}.

COM 5b, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel color versus non parallel color), transition 7 (natural blends) and transition 6 (hard edged elements supported by the surrounding blends). 
The introductory images reflects nature, the next images were downloaded from the internet (baseball – football – soccer – basketball – volleyball – and tennis).

COM 6a, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 4 (opacity versus transparence). The images on top reflect nature, the ones below reflect the fabricated world (opacity) from Canada and anywhere in the world. Format 650 x 3000 pixels and 6480 x 30000 pixels.

COM 6b,nature versus fabricated world: Transition 4 (transparence versus opacity). The first three images on top reflect nature, the last three are cities at night (transparency). The ones below reflect the sporting world. Format 650 x 3000 pixels and 6480 x 30000 pixels.

COM 7, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 4 (flat surface versus textured surface). The images on the top row reflect nature et those at the bottom, the fabricated world. Format 6480 x 30000 pixels, 11.4mb, 2018, visual explanations.

COM 8, nature versus the fabricated world: Transition 8 (parallel or complementary color). The images on the top row are conceived according to nature or it, and those at the bottom, the present fabricated world. Format 6480 x 30000 pixels, 7.71mb, 2019, visual explanations.

COM 9, 10, please contact the research center Vitockey.

COM 11, “The price to pay for altering the tree of knowledge”
Nature / images versus the manufactured world / images: Transition 8 (parallel or complementary color), blends, curve / straight line… The images on top reflect unified sensory information (access to more than 1% of the cerebral energy), and the bottom ones, broken sensory information (access to less than 1% of the cerebral energy). Format 6480 X 140000 pixels, 6.08mb, 2021), visual explanations.

The sensory information of the present man-made world is illogical. Theory: Being unable to recognize it, results in unconsciously looking for temporary reliefs like discrimination, jealousy, selfishness, physical conflicts…

Wishing you unified sensory information,
Jean-Jacques Giguère© 

